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EASTBAY 44

The classic Eastbay 44 offers comfortable and efficient cruising, along with sheer beauty and 
craftsmanship without compare. Our more than 60 years of boatbuilding shines through in every 
detail, from the tight-grain Burmese teak to the purposefulness of an uncluttered helm. Legendary 
Downeast styling provides a versatile base for both relaxing jaunts and more adventurous cruises 
exceeding 30 knots, and the spacious interior features ample seating, overnight accommodations 
for 6 people and entertaining space for even more. Modern amenities provide at-home comfort 
on both day trips and extended cruises alike, with an expansive swim platform off the broad and 
deep cockpit that brings you closer to the water and makes boarding easy.



A PROUD HERITAGE
Since 1956, Grand Banks has built stunning yachts with classic designs, supreme 
comfort and precise detailing. In 1993, Grand Banks introduced the world to 
production Downeast express cruisers with the venerable Eastbay 38, and defined 
graceful yachting for generations of boaters. A new era has begun at Grand Banks, 
and our brilliantly designed yachts lead the industry in performance and design.



A BOLD FUTURE
The Eastbay 44 is the sleek, modernized evolution of our classic Downeast line.
Behind our updated build quality is impressive power and efficiency. Our exceptional 
team of designers and craftsmen employ the latest techniques to deliver enhanced 
power and seakeeping. The latest in high-tech construction techniques ensure every 
Eastbay is lighter, stronger and faster.
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1. The wide-open interior features power windows and gleaming teak detailing.
2 & 3. Multiple staterooms with comfortable accommodations mean up to 6 guests can spend the night.
4. The sleek and spacious heads feature a shower and vanity with contemporary finishes.

CLASSIC DESIGN WITH A MODERN TWIST
Enduring tradition and classical styling are woven into every yacht we build. The 
EB44’s clean, classic lines and impeccable craftsmanship remain even as modern build 
techniques update performance, quality and efficiency. A pristine, spacious engine 
room leads to both a perfectly balanced vessel and to vastly more volume in the 
yacht’s living spaces, including a jaw-dropping three staterooms and two roomy heads.



POWERFUL PERFORMANCE
The Eastbay 44 comes equipped with a large centered and baffled fuel tank to achieve 
ideal weight distribution. The powertrain is designed around high-performance 
435-horsepower Volvo Penta IPS600s that deliver incredibly low RPM response, enable 
precision maneuverability and complement the yacht’s long-range ability.



SPECIFICATIONS

LENGTH OVERALL 48'1" (14.65 M)

LENGTH ON DECK 43'6" (13.3 M)

BEAM 14'7" (4.44 M)

DRAFT WITH IPS 3'5" (1.03 M)

DISPLACEMENT 29,700 LBS (13,500 KGS)

FUEL 581 GAL (2,200 L)

WATER 194 GAL (734 L)

HOLDING TANK 41 GAL (151 L)

STANDARD ENGINES 2/435-HP VOLVO 
PENTA IPS600S

TOP SPEED 32 KNOTS

CRUISING SPEED 29 KNOTS

GENERATOR
1 X 20 KW FISCHER 

PANDA 15,000I

POWERCAPACITYTECHNICAL
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* Note: All specifications within are subject to change without notice. Please contact our yacht consultants for the latest information.


